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INTRODUCTION
Team Lijan is operating anonymously along withIn the
creative genius who goes by the pseudonym of Sakimoto Jean
Pierre (who also remains anonymous) has left the project and
has given all the operational duties, development, vision,
goal functions, Present and future to Team Lijan for the
success of the LijanCoin Token. The vision of Sakimoto was
to develop a token as good as and or better than Shiba Inu
and keep control of the majority of the coins to burn in the
near future for the Token holder's advantage.

This does not assure a rise in the price of the token but it
gives a higher probability of success. While other tokens have
trillions outstanding, The LijanCoin token has a manageable
210 billion total market cap that is in control of the
management and total control of the token. No coins will be
donated to outside individuals to dump on the market to cause
inflation and slow or stop the growth of the token. Sakimotos
plan is ingenious for possible early success within early and
future holders. This is a LONG TERM PROJECT.

THE TOKEN TEAM LIJAN

It has a long-term specialty of having
boots on the ground in poor and
third-world countries to adapt and
use the coin as a store of value. Haiti
some parts of Asia and Sub-Saharan
Africa have billions who want to
participate in crypto and don't know
how... We are filling that gap as we
speak... Team Lijan, There are areas
where literally millions have cell
phones but no clue on how to use
crypto. The Lijan Team currently has
10
members
handling
the
administration of the coin and 40
members and growing, with boots on
the ground doing the grassroots,
educating,
and
being
a
brand
ambassador for the token.

The Lijan coin is a peer-to-peer
community token on the BEP20
network. Team Lijan is committed to
educating

and

disseminating

information to areas in the world
where there is little to no knowledge
of

the

utility

and

value

of

cryptocurrencies. We are going to
work to establish this token as a store
of value in those communities.

ROADMAP

The lijan team has future plans
and

goals

for

developing

metaverse, NFTs, gaming, and
the

development

of

its

own

blockchain.

We

are

creating

an

economic

ecosphere geared at keeping our
dollars

circulating

in

the

community in order to provide
wealth to our community as well
as future investors! Developing a
DeFi

as

a

Service

platform

designed to add features such as
staking and DeFi lending to any
BSC token.

How a plant based diet or healthy

Promotion of green energy and

diet would be effective for the

soil retention.

health and financial aspect of the
community.

TOKENOMICS

2%
Tax on Liquidity charged on every transaction transfered into the
liquidy pool.
2%
Holders

of

the

Lijan

Coin

token

will

recieve

a

2%

BEP20

reflections drawn from the tax on each buy/sell transaction.
2%
Tax

of

the

buy/sell

transactions

will

be

used

developing

marketion of the project.
There will be a future burn rate at 90 to 98%.
Burn happens at:
*3 months from official release date or
*First 10k holders or
*Listing on 3 exchanges (no matter how big or small).

LIQUIDITY TAX

2.2%

HOLDER

2.2%

BUY/SELL TAX

4.4%

BEP20

2.2%

BURN

100%

and

DISCLOSURE

By purchasing Lijan Coin, you agree that you are not purchasing a
security or investment contract and you agree to hold the team and
or Team Lijan or any of their affiliates harmless and not liable for
any

losses

or

taxes

community-driven

you

DeFi

may

incur.

Ecosystem

Although

and

not

a

Lijan

Coin

registered

is

a

digital

currency, always make sure that you comply with local laws and
regulations before you make any purchase. Cryptocurrencies are not
legal tender and are not investments.

